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Abstract

State models of dynamical systems used as prototypes in their practical realization are optimized from the viewpoint of minimum eigenvalue sensitivities with respect to the change of the individual parameters. In the paper the previously published optimization design procedure for the second-order linear and piecewise-linear (PWL) autonomous dynamical systems [2] is extended also for higher-order systems. Results obtained give the possibility to realize the third-order basic chaotic or the fourth-order hyper-chaotic oscillators.
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1. Introduction

State models of dynamical systems can be used as prototypes in practical realizations of electronic chaotic oscillators. Recently published design procedure [1], [2] represents the results optimized from the viewpoint of the minimum relative eigenvalue sensitivities. The method used is based on the general topological conjugacy [3], [5], where the original and the resultant systems are described by the general state matrix form

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= Ax + b h(w^T x) \\
\end{align*}
\]

in which the elementary PWL feedback function is

\[
\begin{align*}
h(w^T x) &= \frac{1}{2} \left( |w^T x + 1| - |w^T x - 1| \right) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Both the systems are qualitatively equivalent and their mutual relation is given by the similarity transformation [1]. It provides possibility to derive the general form of the corresponding optimization condition for minimum sum of the relative eigenvalue sensitivity squares with respect to the change of the individual model parameters. Its detailed applications in the second-order linear and PWL systems, where both the real and complex conjugate eigenvalues are considered, are introduced in paper [2].

The present paper shows the extension of these results also for the higher-order systems, where the optimization procedure can be applied to the state models based on the block-decomposed state matrix [4]. In the next parts the optimized state models of the third- and fourth-order systems are shown which are suitable for modeling of their chaotic and hyper-chaotic behavior, respectively.

2. Third-order system

Utilizing results for the second-order systems, the third-order model with upper block-triangular state matrix containing complex decomposed second-order sub-matrix [4] can be designed. Suppose one pair of the complex conjugate eigenvalues and one real eigenvalue in both outer and inner regions of the elementary PWL function (2), i.e.

\[
v_{1,2} = v^r + j v^n, \quad v_3: \text{real; } \mu_{1,2} = \mu^r + j \mu^n, \quad \mu_3: \text{real.}
\]

Then the state matrix and the vectors in (1) have the form

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
v^r & -v^n & -b_1 \\
v^n & v^r & -b_2 \\
0 & 0 & -b_3
\end{bmatrix}, \quad b = \begin{bmatrix} b_1 \\ b_2 \\ b_3 \end{bmatrix}, \quad w = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ w_2 \end{bmatrix},
\]

where

\[
b_1 = \mu^r - v^n, \quad b_3 = (\mu_3 - v_3), \quad \mu_1 = \mu^r + v_1, \quad \mu_3 = \mu^n - v_3 K
\]

while the parameters \( b_2 \) and \( w_2 \) are given by formulas [2]

\[
b_2 = \frac{(\mu^r - v^n)^2}{\mu^n K}, \quad w_2 = \frac{v^n - \mu^n K}{\mu^r - v^n}
\]

Then the state matrix associated with the inner region has the lower block-triangular form

\[
A_0 = \begin{bmatrix}
\mu^r & -\mu^n K & 0 \\
\mu^n K -1 & \mu^n & 0 \\
b_3 & b_3 w_2 & \mu_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The optimizing coefficient \( K \) is expressed as the real root of the quadratic equation [2]

\[
K^2 - 2K(M + 1) + 1 = 0,
\]

\[
K = 1 + M \pm \sqrt{M(M + 2)}
\]

where the auxiliary parameter \( M \) is given in the form
\[ M = \frac{(\mu' - v')^2 + (\mu'' - v'')^2}{2\mu'v''} > 0, \quad (\mu', v' \neq 0). \]

Such a model has very low eigenvalue sensitivities in both the outer and inner regions of the PWL feedback function. The complete state equations of the optimized third-order PWL autonomous system can be rewritten into the following final form

\[ \begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= v_1'\left[ x_1 + x_3 - h(x_1 + w_1 x_2 + x_3) \right] - v''x_2 + \\
&\quad + \mu_1' h(x_1 + w_1 x_2 + x_3) - x_1 \\
\dot{x}_2 &= v''x_1 + v'x_2 + b_2 \left[ h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3) - x_3 \right] \\
\dot{x}_3 &= v_3 \left[ x_3 - h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3) \right] + \\
&\quad + \mu_1 h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3)
\end{align*} \]

where the basic individual parameters are separated. However, the parameters \(b_2\) and \(w_2\) are given by more complex formulas (4) but the final required effect, i.e. the minimum eigenvalue sensitivities, has been achieved by this arrangement. The corresponding integrator-based block diagram, which is suitable as the prototype [6] for practical realization of optimized universal chaotic oscillator, is on Fig. 1.

![Integrator-based circuit structures of the 3rd order state models with block-triangular state matrices and complex decomposed 2nd order sub-matrix](image)

### 3. Fourth-order system

Using the same design principles the optimized state model of the fourth-order system can also be designed having again upper block-triangular state matrix. In the 4\textsuperscript{th} - order case it contains two complex decomposed 2\textsuperscript{nd} - order sub-matrices having two pairs of the complex conjugate eigenvalues in both outer and inner regions, i.e.

\[ v_{1,2} = v_1' \pm j v_1'', \quad v_{3,4} = v_3' \pm j v_3''. \]

\[ \mu_{1,2} = \mu_1' \pm j \mu_1'', \quad \mu_{3,4} = \mu_3' \pm j \mu_3''. \]

Then the state matrix and vectors have the following decomposed form

\[ A = \begin{bmatrix} v_1' & -v_1'' & -b_1 & -b_1 w_4 \\ v_1'' & v_1' & -b_2 & -b_2 w_4 \\ 0 & 0 & v_3' & -v_3'' \\ 0 & 0 & v_3'' & v_3' \end{bmatrix}, \quad b = \begin{bmatrix} b_1 \\ b_2 \\ b_3 \\ b_4 \end{bmatrix}, \quad w = \begin{bmatrix} w_1 \\ w_2 \\ w_3 \\ w_4 \end{bmatrix}, \quad (9) \]

where \(b_1 = \mu_1' - v_1'\) and \(b_3 = \mu_3' - v_3'\), while the other parameters are given by the modified formulas (4), i.e.

\[ \begin{align*}
b_2 &= \frac{(\mu_1' - v_1')^2}{v_1'' - v_1'' K_1}, \\
b_4 &= \frac{(\mu_3' - v_3')^2}{v_3'' - v_3'' K_3}
\end{align*} \]

Here, \(K_i^2 - 2K_i (M_i + 1) = 0\), i.e. \(K_i = 1 + M_i \pm [M_i (M_i + 2)]^{1/2}\) and

\[ M_i = \frac{(\mu_1' - v_1')^2 + (\mu_3' - v_3')^2}{2\mu''} > 0, \quad \mu_i', v_i'' \neq 0; \quad i = 1, 3. \]

The state matrix associated with the inner region has again the lower block-triangular form, i.e.

\[ A_0 = \begin{bmatrix} \mu_1' & -\mu_1'' K_1 & 0 & 0 \\ \mu_1'' K_1 & \mu_1' & 0 & 0 \\ b_3 & b_3 w_2 & -\mu_3'' K_3 & -\mu_3' \\ b_4 & b_4 w_2 & \mu_3'' K_3 & -\mu_3' \end{bmatrix}, \quad (12) \]

so that also this model has very low eigenvalue sensitivities in both the outer and inner regions of the PWL feedback function. The complete state equations of the optimized fourth-order PWL autonomous system can be rewritten into the following final form

\[ \begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= v_1'\left[ x_1 + x_3 + w_4 x_4 - h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3 + w_4 x_4) \right] - \\
&\quad - v_1' x_2 + \mu_1' h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3 + w_4 x_4) - (x_1 - w_4 x_4) \\
\dot{x}_2 &= v'' x_1 + v_1' x_2 + \\
&\quad + b_2 \left[ h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3 + w_4 x_4) - (x_1 + w_4 x_4) \right] \\
\dot{x}_3 &= v_3 \left[ x_3 - h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3 + w_4 x_4) \right] - v_3' x_4 + \\
&\quad + \mu_3 h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3 + w_4 x_4) \\
\dot{x}_4 &= v_3'' x_1 + v_3' x_4 + b_4 h(x_1 + w_2 x_2 + x_3 + w_4 x_4)
\end{align*} \]

The corresponding integrator-based block diagram, which is suitable as the prototype for the practical realization of the optimized universal hyper-chaotic oscillator, is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 Integrator-based circuit structures of the 4th order state models with block-triangular state matrices and complex decomposed 2nd order sub-matrices.

4. Conclusion

General optimization condition for the second-order PWL dynamical systems is utilized for design of their state models with low eigenvalue sensitivities and also extended for the optimized synthesis of higher-order systems. The results achieved are important for the practical realization of autonomous chaotic dynamical systems (oscillators) in the form of simple electronic circuits having separately adjustable parameters. It has been also proved by the first laboratory experiments.
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